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Foreword

Dear Reader,

We are happy to be with you in this second issue of 2022. We again had to make hard choices in selecting the articles to make it to the journal. Most notably, the Russian invasion of Ukraine and its repercussions on the global geopolitical landscape are hard to escape. Yet, we brought three articles on three different topics to your attention.

The first article is a policy brief that investigates sinking of Russian Cruiser Moskva and implications for Russia and the world navies. Putting onto the spotlight the importance of A2AD systems in modern navies, the article delves deeper to answer the questions of “how” and “what now” with the limited information available open to public. The author concludes with three policy recommendations.

The second article brings to your attention the importance of implementation of the EU Green Deal’s regulations while Europe has to compensate for the consequences of the war in Ukraine. Accordingly, the authors posit new environmental legal regulations under the deal will initiate a wave of green regulations in other regions to increase the compatibility of the regional companies to the emergence of new sustainable markets in the world. The authors also highlight importance of maintaining the pace of enacting the EU Green Deal regulations to preserve the competitiveness of the clean tech industries.

The third and the last article analyses the rapid reaction of the Dutch government regarding the influx of refugees from Ukraine. It focuses on integration policy measures taken in housing, language learning and health alongside the challenges experienced in the process. The policy brief ends with several policy recommendations which primarily highlight importance of structural orientation programs at the local level for overcoming the challenges the new comers face.

Finally, we have a book review on David Beetham’s book « The Legitimation of Power ». The author offers an alternative reading of legitimacy, straying from widely accepted definition proposed by Max Weber. Accordingly, there are three underlying factors of legitimacy; legality, the justifiability of the rules in terms of beliefs and values present in each society, and actions of consent to legitimacy. He contends that people's reasoning of authority also matters for legitimacy. In a stark contrast to Weber, people must find it logical to give their consent to the authority, thus legitimise their power.

Sincerely yours,

Beyond the Horizon ISSG
Analysis of the Sunken Russian Cruiser Moskva and Implications for Russia and the World Navies

Policy Brief

by Furkan Akar

1. BACKGROUND

- On 13 April, the Ukrainian governor for the Odesa region, Maksym Marchenko, said on his Telegram channel that the Ukrainians had hit the Russian flagship of the Black Sea Fleet Moskva with two Neptune missiles.² There have been three previous reports about other warships (Ropucha class Saratov, Patrol boat Vasily Bykov, and frigate Admiral Essen), and only the hit of Saratov was confirmed.³ Thus, the news about Moskva was received with a grain of salt.

- On 14 April, Pentagon confirmed a blast on Moskva without specifying any reason.⁴ Russian MoD rejected Ukrainian claims, asserting the explosion occurred due to a fire reaching to the ship's arsenals.⁵ According to Russian official statement, the crew had put out the fire and evacuated Moskva. Russian media agency TASS reported that the ship sank while the cruiser was being towed towards Odesa.⁶

- On 15 April, a US senior defence official confirmed that Moskva was hit by two R-360 Neptune anti-ship cruise missiles.⁷

- On 18 April, photos and videos of the cruiser showing the extent of the damage started to circulate on social media.⁸

- On 24 April, more than 10 days after the incident, Russia acknowledged that one person was killed and 27 sailors were missing, contradicting the previous statement that the crew was safely rescued.⁹

2. ANALYSIS OF THE INCIDENT

There are still unknowns about what/how exactly happened, and there is not sufficient concrete evidence yet to make a final verdict. Therefore, the analysis at your hand was made based on the available information and through benchmarking with the standard operating procedures within the context of the Western navies.

2.1. How can you attack Moskva?

Before scrutinising what happened, it is worth briefly explaining how an anti-ship missile works and how a warship defends herself against air threats (anti-air warfare).

Targeting

To be able to hit a warship, you need its location. Without proper targeting, you cannot fire a missile. The million-dollar question is how the Ukrainians pinpointed Moskva. There are two possibilities. The first is the official story that they flew a TB2 to locate and distract the ship. It is not very convincing to buy this argument for the reasons that will be explained in the coming sections. The second possibility is receipt of intel from the West.

Itamilradar reported on 12 April that they tracked a USN Boeing P-8A “Poseidon” mission over the Black Sea for the first time since the start of Russia’s invasion.¹⁰ The aircraft is equipped with AN/APY-10 radar, which has a range of 200 nautical miles.¹¹ Moreover, it approached 20 km the Snake Island, the closest encounter observed by Itamilradar. According to The Times, the P-8A patrolling the Black Sea on 13 April closed its transponder for three hours. This increases the plausibility of the second scenario.

Figure-1: The Flight of P-8A Poseidon, Source: The Times
A Brief Description of How Anti-Ship Missiles Hit

After launching an anti-ship missile, it proceeds to the target ship in low altitudes to avoid detection, known as sea-skimming. The more it gets closer to the ship, the lower the altitude becomes at which the missile flies. In the terminal phase, the last stage of a missile's flight pattern, the anti-ship missiles with active homing (other types also exist) activate their own radar to seek the ship, and some missiles have the capability to do pop-up and dive manoeuvre to evade CIWS (Close in Defence Systems).

There is little available information about the Neptune missile. According to open-source data, RK-360MC Neptune is a subsonic missile with active radar homing and travels 0.75 mach (900 km per hour), similar to the famous "Harpoon". Neptune also has a skimming feature and flies 10-15 metres above the water, and it lowers its altitude up to 5-10 metres in the terminal phase. The missile carries 150 kg of explosives. These figures mean that it does not travel fast, which makes its detection easier than supersonic or hypersonic missiles, and it includes a light payload than its counterparts. A high-ranking Russian naval officer confirmed this perception in an interview published four months ago and stated that Russian warships in the Black Sea Fleet have appropriate defensive systems. Therefore, Russia does not have to worry about Neptune missiles.

In naval warfare, you are required to launch several successive missiles (salvos) to sink a ship. The number of missiles needed depends on the ship's size, her air defence capabilities and the amount of the payload it carries. Of course, it is also related to where the missile hit on the ship. Chance is always a factor. For instance, the missile misses the Moskva's Sandbox launchers so close. However, according to Cowden's calculation, the Ukrainians should have launched at least 11 missiles to sink Moskva. It is also an important question why the Ukrainians shot just two missiles. Maybe, they had just two or wanted to keep for the future.

2.2. What capabilities did Moskva have against the incoming missile?

Moskva has the following capabilities:

- Two 3D search radars; Voskhod MR-800 (Top Pair) and Fregat MR-710 (Top Steer)
- Eight Fire Control Radars; 1x Argon 1164 (Front Door), 1x 3R41 Volna (Top Dome), 2x 4R33 (Pop Group), 3x MR-123 (Bas Tilt), 1x MR-184 Lev (Kite Screech)
- 64 S-300F Fort (SA-N-6 Grumble) long-range SAMs
- 40 OSA-M (SA-N-4 Gecko) short-range SAM
- 1x AK-130
- 6x AK-630 CIWS (Close-in-weapons systems)
- Chaff
- Electronic Warfare Systems (Rum Tub and Side Globe EW antennas)

---

Figure-2: Moskva's sensors and weapons, Source: Naval Graphics
Warships are designed with a layered defence approach. Multiple radars and weapons are used to protect against threats at different ranges. Search radars scan for contacts in their range, and most modern radars automatically track them, meaning that the radar tracks the path of one or multiple targets. Then, the tracks are identified into categories such as enemy, friend, neutral, warships, merchant vessel, aircraft, or incoming missile. If it is recognised as hostile and the crew decides to engage, the target is tracked by a fire control radar. Then, a warship can engage the enemy unit with multiple weapons depending on its type and range.

If one weapon fails, the next one can take care of the threat. That is why warships have several search and fire control radars with many channels which can be connected to different weapons within those fire control radars enabling the crew to use various weapons, e.g. long-range SAMs (Surface-to-Air-Missiles), short-range SAMs, naval guns.

Electronic countermeasures (ECM) can be used in passive mode to identify targets (a missile, helicopter, or fighter jet) according to their specifications (altitude, speed, or electromagnetic spectrum in which a missile’s radar works) or in active mode to conduct jamming. ECM systems have multiple antennas separate from radars providing 360-degree coverage.

EW becomes very important if a warship fails to detect or intercept an incoming missile with search radars. For instance, if a rocket is fired against you, an EW operator can detect it and even designate which missile is coming by comparing the missile’s specifications with ECM’s database. Then, the ship attempts to thwart the missile by employing jamming with ECM and firing CIWS. As a last resort, a warship will launch chaffs to deceive a missile and make a manoeuvre to evade the incoming missile. The drawback of ECM is their shorter ranges than radars, giving the crew a limited time.

If the ship had detected the incoming missiles (there is also an unconfirmed video showing her firing against the missile), she is supposed to engage them with S-300F, OSA-M, AK-130, AK-630s and make an evading manoeuvre by firing chaffs, respectively. Given that, the ship has many alternatives to defend itself and that is why she was assigned to provide air defence to other military assets and ports within her coverage.

This is a highly technical issue concerning anti-Air Warfare. So, suffice it what has been said on this. In the following part, only relevant information to grasp the attack against the Russian cruiser will be given.

3. WHAT COULD HAVE GONE WRONG WITH MOSKVA?

3.1. Technical Reasons

The Neptune is a subsonic missile with a speed of 900km per hour and allegedly launched from 65 nautical miles (120 km) away from the ship. So, the ship had almost 8 minutes to respond to it, and it is not a short period if you are operating under war conditions. If the ship did not fire any missiles and employ countermeasures, we could understand that the crew failed to detect the missiles.

After the sinking of the cruiser, some experts pointed out that the cruiser and systems onboard were almost 40 years old and could be too old to detect Neptune missiles. Of course, having a modern radar will be more helpful to counter threats, yet the Harpoon missile, equivalent to Neptune and used as the main anti-ship missile used in NATO countries, was also developed in the 1970s.
Therefore, Moskva is expected to detect the Neptun considering its specifications, although detecting a sea-skimming anti-ship missile is challenging for navies. It is also necessary to consider the radar signature of the Neptun, but no information exists in the open sources at the time of writing. Even if her search radars failed, ECM operators should have detected the missiles, which would give a chance to Moskva to counter the missiles. The caveat here is the assumption that the sensors, radars, and weapons are in order and functioning as expected.

3.2. Atmospheric Conditions
Precipitation and waves could have played a role in the failure of detecting the missile as they may have created clutters on the radar scope that complicated distinguishing real tracks from the errors. CNN reported that they could not verify the ship was hit because of the storms over the Black obscuring satellite imagery and sensory satellite data. Clouds do not necessarily obscure radars, but they may indicate a high wind speed increasing wave height (a problem in detecting a sea-skimming missile) and probability of precipitation.

When checking the historical weather data, the weather fluctuated on 13 April. The exact time the Ukrainians attacked the Russian ship is not yet precise. However, “rumours” started to circulate on social media, hinting at 21:19 LT in Ukraine. We can surmise that the attack took place before 21:00 LT.

There are different data about wind on 13 April (Windguru (3 kts), Windy (10 kts), World Weather Online (15 kts)), and all of them show almost no rain but a massive cloud coverage in the evening. Visual crosser data shows a wind of 20 kts and drizzle (0.3) in the evening, coinciding with the probable hours of the strike against Moskva. The distance between the warship and the coast where the stations are based is a caveat in this data. If we put the maximum wind speed into the Beaufort Scale, the wave height should be 2.5 meters at maximum. This will affect radar, but it is hard to accept that Moskva failed to detect the missile due to this weather.

3.3. What is the Impact of Crew on the Incident?
Having a skilled crew and efficient organisation among them are crucial in warfighting. There are reports claiming Russian forces assigned conscripts to the Russian warships. Yet, it is implausible that they are tasked with a critical technical role since radar/weapon operators are generally skilled and experienced senior staff. The extended deployment period and low morale could also make the crew exhausted, and their training level is another issue we cannot know.

Can these issues have an impact on the performance of the warship? It does but is not substantial for the detection and interception of the missile. However, its effects on Damage Control efforts can be profound, as explained in the next section.

3.4. The Role of TB-2 in the Attack
Ukrainians claim that they distracted the cruiser with a TB2 drone and hit Moskva with two cruise missiles. This story does not seem plausible.

You cannot distract a warship with a drone since many eyes follow the tracks on different radars and consoles. Besides, there are supervisors who follow the big picture and communicate with the operators. For the ship to be distracted by only one drone, the entire CIC (Combat Information Centre, seen as the brain of a warship) should be sleeping. Therefore, from a naval warfare perspective, distracting a warship with a drone is nearly impossible.

TB2 has a small radar signature complicating its detection by radars on the warship. We also know that it successfully penetrated Russian defence systems on other battlefields. However, if TB2 played a role in such a distraction, Moskva should have been aware of it. In this case, the question should be why the ship did not engage it. Did not they care about an armed drone operating in their vicinity? Highly unlikely.

Another possibility is that the warship detected the drone but failed to hit it. In this case, the Ukrainians would publish camera/radar records from the drone. As a result, TB2 could have helped them find the ship at best.

4. THE SINKING OF MOSKVA: FAILURE ON DAMAGE CONTROL
According to the statement of the Russian MoD, the crew abandoned the ship, which is a rare and extreme situation and possibly means that the damage control efforts failed, unlike Russia claimed. In general, warships have two or three damage control parties (forward, amidship, aft), and each of them has firefighting and repair teams so that the crew can handle multiple fires and damages concurrently.

Arsenals are generally kept in highly protected compartments on warships, and it is challenging for a fire to spread to a magazine onboard. According to the experts, fire detection and extinguishing systems are outdated in the old ships designed in the 1980s. Hence, Russians were already afraid of a possible fire. Moreover, Russian warships have also poor compartmentalisation making it challenging to contain leakages after damage.
Otherwise, why did the crew abandon Moskva if the fire was under control, damages were repaired, and the ship could float? Even if a missile hits the bridge, warships have several emergency systems to sail them in critical times. For instance, when the bridge is damaged, the ship can be sailed by using alternative systems, e.g., electronic, hydraulic, or manual, to command the rudder and engines from different places. Engines are also put into various parts of the ships to avoid being out of operation. Hence, she must have suffered substantial damage, or the crew was unskilful to abandon the ship and her being towed by another vessel.

Russian MoD blames the “stormy seas” for her sinking en route to Sevastopol, but the weather tells a different story. The wind was four miles per hour, and the sea state was very calm at the mentioned time. It can be a balance problem if the ship is flooded from fractures, but it stems from the crew’s inability to recover the ship.

5. IMPLICATIONS OF MOSKVA'S LOSS FOR RUSSIA

Moskva’s loss is a severe psychological and operational blow for Russia since she became the first destroyed warship of its size in 40 years, costing Russia $750 million. Warships are seen as a source of national pride. Losing the flagship is a huge humiliation for a great power like Russia. Moreover, its intelligence failed to learn that Ukraine had developed an anti-ship missile capability. Moskva sailed closely to the shore within the range of a possible attack even though she had no role close to the coast. These issues depict that the Russian Navy has serious flaws in warship design, modernisation, crew training, and operation planning.

There is no warship with the same air defence capabilities in the Black Sea concerning the naval operations. Flagships are floating headquarters. Therefore, the Russian Navy lost a flagship with command-and-control capabilities at sea. Considering the closure of the Turkish Straits, Russia cannot reinforce its task force in the Black Sea from the Mediterranean Sea.

Third, the Russian Navy carried out amphibious demonstrations in the Black Sea, which aimed to distract Ukraine’s energy and forces even though a landing was a remote possibility. Russia already lost a landing ship in Berdyansk, and the loss of Moskva makes an amphibious operation almost impossible. The Black Sea Fleet will probably operate in a defensive posture to avoid another strike.

6. LESSONS TO ALL NAVIES

The sinking of Moskva has several lessons for World Navies. First, a fire onboard is still a nightmare for ships. Navies put a lot of effort into avoiding fire and minimising its impact. What is more important is to have a well-trained crew to carry out successful damage control and keep the ship afloat.

Second, A2AD is a real threat to warships. Comparing the Russian Navy with the American Navy, which has long been thinking about addressing A2AD, is not appropriate. Yet, the Western navies should be adequately prepared against Russia’s build-up in the Eastern Mediterranean and Chinese capabilities in the South China Sea.
Third, the regional security in the Black Sea is fiercely discussed in the heat of the Russian invasion. Montreux Convention imposes restraints on the naval operations in the region. NATO can help its littoral members and allies in the region by deploying robust and deterrent A2AD capabilities to address security concerns.
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Green or Brown Future for the World: Geopolitical Dimensions of the EU Green Deal

Policy Brief

by Ilyas Gulenc* and Onur Sultan**

Introduction

Rising energy prices, ongoing negative impacts of the pandemic (Guindos, 2022), and dependence on Russian natural gas (Halm, 2022) have created a harsh political conjuncture for the European Union (EU) to implement the EU Green Deal’s regulations including the strengthened Emission Trading System proposal which was rejected by the EU Parliament on June 8 (European Parliament, 2022). While CEOs of the carbon-intensive industries demanded (EUROMETAL, 2022) the adaptation of a slow approach in phasing out the free carbon allowances by waiting for the establishment of an effective Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM), some members of the EU Parliament including Muhammed Chahim, the reporter of CBAM proposal, argues that watering down the proposed ETS and CBAM regimes would not be compatible with the overall emission targets of the EU Green Deal. The internal debates about the Fit for 55 Package, however, make it difficult to understand the geopolitical dimensions of the EU Green Deal on the global scale. At the dawn of the climate change-related disasters, the EU Green Deal has a great potential in the transition to a more democratic and clean international order by changing the competitive nature of international relations and spreading a collaborative economic model.

The Urgency of Tackling Climate Change

The recent hot waves in India (World Meteorological Organization, 2022) and record-breaking temperatures in Spain are the recent clear indicators that show that climate change has become a conspicuous global problem rather than an anticipated future phenomenon. There were debates in India as the second-largest wheat exporter about restricting the amount of wheat exported. Scientific research demonstrate that only shorter than 9 years remain to (Gray, 2021) exceed the 1.5 degree global warming threshold (IPCC, 2022). During the voting process of the eight regulations related to the Fit for 55 package, Frans Timmermans, the Executive Vice-President of the EU Green Deal, warned (Timmermans, 2022) the members of the EU Parliament that the climate change is going to intensify and inaction of the EU will exacerbate its consequences. In this context, the EU Green Deal is the only viable and strong international project to use the last chance (Carrington, 2018) of the current generation to save the welfare of the future generations.

Figure 1. Heatwave in India
(Source: World Meteorological Organization)

Figure 2. Remaining Carbon Budget (Source: Carbon Tracker)
The EU policymakers are well-aware that only minimizing the carbon emissions of the EU, which only account for 8% of the global emissions (Evans, 2021), is not enough to prevent the ongoing harmful effects of climate change. That is why the CBAM proposal (European Commission, 2021) is designed to force trade partners of the EU (Eurostat, 2022) to reduce their emissions for escaping from the financial burdens of carbon prices on certain exported products to the EU including cement, steel, electricity, aluminum, and steel-iron. Most of the EU’s trade partners are also among the countries that are the top greenhouse gas emitters. The EU Green Deal has accelerated the efforts of other countries to establish their own Emission Trading Systems to allow the payment of carbon prices domestically. The current CBAM proposal excludes the exporters to buy CBAM certificates, if there are efficient ETS mechanisms in their countries. Emergence of new carbon markets around the world will enforce the representatives of the industries to reduce their carbon footprints.

On the other hand, CBAM is regarded as a kind of trade barrier (Römer, 2021) for some countries. Some experts allege that it may trigger retaliatory attempts that can hinder the competitiveness of the EU Companies and harm the harmony in the international trade. The economic burden of the strengthened ETS and new requirements in the context of sustainable product initiative may also harm the competitive advantages of the EU companies by increasing their production costs. According to the World Bank’s annual report related to the carbon pricing trend around the world, policymakers in different countries have difficulty in the establishment of new carbon regimes due to the volatility in the energy market and high inflation rate. Creation of new carbon clubs necessitates coordination among the countries to harmonize the rules and prices of new emission trading systems.
Exiting from Fossil Fuels and Implications for Other Countries in the Wake of the Ukraine War

Terminating the use of fossil fuels as a source of power will have also fundamental impacts (Pisani-Ferry, Wolff, Tagliapietra, Shapiro, & Leonard, 2021) on the EU’s relations with oil and gas exporters. After the invasion of Ukraine by Russia, the EU has accelerated its exit strategy from the fossil fuels by declaring REPowerEU plan (European Commission, 2022), which aims to increase the share of the renewable energy from 40% to 45%. Frans Timmermans paid some visits to countries in the Mediterranean Seas such as Turkey and Egypt to seek the possibilities of new partnerships on green hydrogen.

The relationship between Russia and the EU is very complicated in terms of energy dependency (Peeters, 2022) and international trade. On the one side, the EU has few alternatives to replace the Russian natural gas in the short-term due to the rising gas demands of other countries and difficulty in transferring the gas in the LNG form. On the other hand, the EU’s exit from fossil fuels will definitely have detrimental effects on the Russian economy (Broom, 2022) in the long term. Although Russia can easily find alternative markets for exporting oil and gas in the short-term, the success of the EU Green Deal in encouraging other countries (which is known as “Brussel effect”) to decarbonize their economies may shake the Russian economic strength.
New Raw Material Dependencies Mean New Relationships

The EU Green Deal seems to create new kind of raw material dependencies that are widely used in the renewable energy systems. The EU predominantly imports (DW, 2022) 19 critical metals from China. The growing critical metal demands for the development of the clean technologies can become a new achilles' heel for the EU. It is estimated that the lithium demand of the EU will increase 18 times by 2030. The EU’s new kind of critical metal dependency to China may create another vulnerability for foreign and security policies of the EU.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

New environmental legal regulations under the EU Green Deal will initiate a wave of green regulations in other regions to increase the compatibility of the regional companies to the emergence of new sustainable markets in the world. From this point of view, the EU Green Deal can be regarded as an effective international policy instrument to build a world order, which is compatible with the sustainable development goals of the United Nations. In this context:

- EU should concentrate on establishing a new kind of economic partnership with its Western allies to accelerate the green transition and find effective solutions to exit from fossil fuels
- EU should also build a cooperative and collaborative relationship with countries in the Middle East and Africa to help them to make their economic system greener. Unlike its colonial past, this type of relationship will both increase the effectiveness of the actions related to the fighting against climate change and restrict the authoritarian countries such as China and Russia to enhance their power in the international relations.
- The pace of enacting the EU Green Deal regulations is critical to preserve the competitiveness of the clean tech industries in the EU and prevent the disasters related to the climate change. Therefore, the institutional mechanism of the EU should find the ideal balance between the need to react faster and obeying the democratic institutional standards.

* Sustainable Management /EU Green Deal/European Climate Pact Ambassador
** Onur Sultan is Research Fellow at Beyond the Horizon ISSG.
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The integration challenges of Ukrainian refugees in the Netherlands: What’s next?

by Kubra Tasbas, Research Intern at Beyond the Horizon ISSG

This policy brief analyses the rapid reaction of the Dutch government regarding the influx of refugees from Ukraine. It focuses on integration policy measures taken in housing, language learning and health and also on the challenges that have been experienced in this process. A qualitative research method has been used to collect data. The policy brief also proposes several policy recommendations for overcoming these challenges.

1. Background

After the Russian illegal invasion of Ukraine on 24 February 2022, there has been an unprecedented massive exodus from Ukraine to other countries in search of safety. The Council of the European Union has activated the Temporary Protection Directive with the Council Implementing Decision on 4 March 2022, to assist quickly and effectively with the massive influx of people who fled Ukraine because of war. Under the Temporary Protection Directive, people who fled Ukraine, as beneficiaries, have been granted certain social, social, legal, and economic rights, such as:

- A residence permit that allows the beneficiaries to stay in the country of arrival for the entire duration of protection (EU Home affairs state that the duration period can last from one year to three years)
- Access to the asylum procedures,
- Access to suitable accommodation or housing,
- Access to medical care,
- Access to education for persons under 18 years old,
- Free movement in EU countries for 90 days within 180 day-period after a residence permit in the host- EU country is issued.

The Directive and the Commission implementing decisions are being enforced with operational guidelines which are issued by the EU Commission.

“For stronger European coordination on welcoming people fleeing the war from Ukraine”, the EU member states agreed to implement ‘the 10-point Plan’ in order to exchange information, to help people who fled Ukraine with transport and information, to ensure health care, accommodation, and security, to meet their needs, and help them unite.

According to UNHCR data, a total of 11,536,470 Ukrainians have fled to neighbouring countries, while a total of 3,933,695 Ukrainians have been registered under the ‘Temporary Protection’ as agreed by the Member States of the European Union or national protection programmes (data as of 23 August 2022).

2. Dutch government’s response to Ukrainian refugees

Persons who fled Ukraine can obtain temporary protection in the Netherlands through the European Union’s Temporary Protection Directive. To apply for temporary protection, there are several essential requirements, such as holding Ukrainian nationality, having a residence permit or being under international, or temporary national protection in Ukraine on 23 February 2022.

As of 15 August 2022, the number of people fleeing Ukraine who have registered with the municipalities in the Netherlands is 73,930. However, there are also people with no identification documents, and these people cannot register in any municipality.

Refugees from Ukraine who are not Ukrainian nationals and had temporary residence permits will no longer be covered by the Temporary Protection Directive unless these refugees fall under the EU Qualification Directive. These people will not be eligible to receive help for accommodation, allowances, education, and medical care. Nonetheless, those who were legal residents in Ukraine and registered on The Dutch Personal Records Database before 19 July 2022 will continue to be covered by the Temporary Protection Directive.
The approach of the Dutch government in the reception of people who fled Ukraine is to work together with municipalities, security regions, and involved partners such as the Netherlands Red Cross, Association of Netherlands Municipalities (VNG) and Central Organisation for Reception of Asylum Seekers (COA), and in order to provide the coordination and the information exchange, The Ukraine Information Coordination Point (KCIO) has been established. KCIO is a part of the National Coordination Centre for Refugee Dispersal (LCVS) which helps refugees find places to live and work. This collection point summarises the available municipal reception locations on a supra-regional/national scale and has a coordination role among them.

Ministry of Justice and Security (JenV), working with the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport (VWS), Ministry of Education, Culture and Science (OCW), Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (SZW), Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations (BZK), Association of Netherlands Municipalities (VNG) and the other partners outside the central government, has drawn up ‘The Municipal Reception of Ukrainians (GOO) Guide’ for every municipality, and the organisations work with the municipalities to describe the elements and aspects of the reception of displaced persons from Ukraine and how to organise and deployment of the GOO. GOO is being updated regularly according to the course of the situation.

3. Challenges of early integration in the Netherlands

The Dutch government cooperated with NGOs for the reception of Ukrainian refugees. As uncertainty about the volume of the refugee influx from Ukraine existed, the Dutch government has asked its partners and volunteers to organise and provide accommodation, language courses (in case of need), and health care for refugees who fled Ukraine. This part focuses on major issues such as housing, language and communication, and health measures and analyses the challenges concerning these measures.

Housing

From the beginning of the reception of people who fled Ukraine, the Dutch government has been prepared for a large-scale reception. The safety regions, municipalities, and involved organisations that would be responsible for providing basic accommodation and shelter have made available as of 30 June, around 52,000 beds. Refugees from Ukraine are supposed to be registered in the municipalities to receive accommodation. Accommodation is provided for 6 months but can be extended. Besides, there are also NGOs, such as ‘Takecarebnb’, providing temporary accommodation and volunteers who open their homes to people who fled Ukraine for up to three months and help them.

The Dutch government provides refugees who stay at reception centres with a full board 55 euros for personal expenses. Refugees who stay at reception centres are entitled to without a full board of 205 euros for food and drinks during their stay in the Netherlands. Ukrainian refugees who stay with private individuals receive 475 euros for food, personal and living expenses. However, these allowances are stopped if Ukrainian individuals get a paid job.

Challenges:

• Registration in the municipalities can take longer than refugees expected due to red-tape and the lack of officials working in the municipalities.

• Takecarebnb matches refugees with suitable volunteer families to stay at in order to ensure continuity of accommodation and facilitates an agreement between refugees and host families which might take longer than expected.

• Hosting by private individuals is for up to three months and after three months, Ukrainian refugees have to apply for a new host for their stay. However, a new host match may take longer or may not be found.

• Staying in the reception centres is up to six months and after six months, some Ukrainian refugees may want to rent a house from social housing. Renting a social house is a slow and laborious process. There are also available houses in the private sector and no need for queueing. However, rents are really high which people from Ukraine may not be able to afford.

Language and communication

The initial step of the Dutch government to overcome the language barrier for Ukrainian refugees arriving in the Netherlands who speak neither English nor Dutch is to introduce online translators. Municipalities work with face-to-face translators and interpreters together with organisations such as GlobalTalk or volunteers who know Ukrainian and Dutch. Many municipalities and reception centres in the Netherlands organised language classes in cooperation with voluntary organisations and subsidised them financially. In other municipalities, there are
voluntary organisations which are independent of the municipalities to provide language courses. Refugees from Ukraine do not get an allowance for paid language courses. If Ukrainian refugees prefer paid language courses, they have to pay for them themselves. Yet, some organisations (such as universities) provide exemptions.

Challenges:

Language difference is one of the major challenges that Ukrainian refugees face for communicating with the locals. Although the translation technology is advanced, there are still problems with online translator or interpreter systems. Therefore, face-to-face interpreters or translators are preferred, but there are only about 20 interpreters registered at the government to help Ukrainian refugees. Lack of staff at the municipalities worsens the problem. Lack of motivation to learn local language(s) due to the uncertainty of the current situation in Ukraine is another challenging factor for their integration. Although some organisations support refugees’ language learning voluntarily, lack of structural government support makes it difficult to facilitate good quality courses.

Health

Individuals who have legal residency in the Netherlands are required to take out standard health insurance to cover the cost of, for example, consulting a general practitioner, hospital treatment and prescription medication. Those individuals are insured under the Healthcare Insurance Act (ZVW) and Long Term Act (Wlz). Refugees who fled Ukraine to the Netherlands and did not apply for asylum are not able to take out any health insurance and they fall under the Subsidy Scheme for Medically Necessary Healthcare for Uninsured Persons (SOV). Therefore, the healthcare costs can be claimed by healthcare providers from the Central Administrative Office (CAK) which is an independent administrative body that works with the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport (VWS) to reimburse the healthcare payments.

From 1st of July 2022, those who fled Ukraine or people who are subject to Temporary Protection Directive, and have a citizen service number (BSN) fall under a scheme called Ukrainian Displaced Persons Medical Care Scheme (RMO) which is more extensive and they are entitled to incur medical care from 1st of August 2022 until at least March 2023. People who fled Ukraine without a BSN number do not fall under RMO and their healthcare costs will be reimbursed by CAK.

It is possible that there are traumatised ones among the people arriving from Ukraine. Therefore, they need to get emotional and psychological support. The support for people who fled Ukraine is offered by voluntary organisations for free, such as Slachtoffer hulp Nederland (Victim Support Netherlands). Moreover, municipalities offer psychosocial care in cooperation with NGOs such as Dutch Council for Refugees.

Challenges:

Medical system in the Netherlands is a challenge for people who have fled Ukraine. The health system in the Netherlands differs from the system in Ukraine. In Ukraine, people have direct access to the hospitals to get treated. However, in the Netherlands, there is no direct access to the hospitals. People go to the general practitioner first to be treated, then the general practitioners refer them to the hospitals if they deem necessary. This may lead to misunderstandings by Ukrainian refugees that doctors do not want to treat them. Better communication is necessary.

4. Policy Recommendations

In the aftermath of the influx, the Dutch government urgently adopted some policy measures regarding the reception of Ukrainian refugees and implemented these measures in collaboration with its partners. As in every country, challenges arose from implementing policies in the Netherlands.

Based on our research and interviews with the target group and practitioners, several policy measures are recommended to the national and local authorities and voluntary organisations to overcome these challenges that people who fled Ukraine face. Those are:

- Structural orientation programs can be organised at the local level for better informing and orienting refugees on issues related to administration, health, education, housing, language learning and local culture. These programs can include social mentoring (buddying) that matches them with volunteer locals (See Orient8 project as an example).
- Digital platforms and applications with necessary information at the local level in Ukrainian language can be also helpful and ease communication problems (See welcome application as an example).
- As the situation remains uncertain for a longer period, structural government support for language learning becomes a bigger necessity for a better integration of refugees in the host society in terms of communication, education and working. The number of Ukrainian-Dutch/English translators and interpreters should be increased. The low number of translators and interpreters may cause delays in
the processing of refugees who do not speak English or Dutch.

• Better communication and information on the current health system and housing procedures is a big necessity to overcome misunderstandings among the refugees. Info sessions, info sheets and digital platforms in Ukrainian language would be helpful as part of orientation programs.

• Housing is the greatest challenge at the moment and needs sustainable solutions such as opening new locations and facilitating rental accommodations.
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The Legitimation of Power by David Beetham (1991) delves into the question of what legitimation means? What makes power legitimate? He posits that many experts from the fields of law or philosophy have been interested in settling legal or moral issues and dilemmas about power. Political scientists, on the other hand, have long attempted to comprehend “the empirical consequences that legitimacy has for the character of power relations, for the different ways in which they are organised, and for the extent to which the powerful can actually count on the obedience or support of those subordinate to them” (p. 5). There are two main parts to this book. The first part explains the concept of legitimacy, and the second part looks at the relationship between states and legitimacy.

Beetham starts the first chapter by criticizing Weber’s definition of legitimacy as the ‘belief in legitimacy’ because it appears to have been adopted by almost all social scientists (Beetham 1991). He asserts, “the whole Weberian Legitimacy has to be left behind as one of the blindest of blind alleys in the history of social science, notable only of the impressiveness of the name that it bears, not for the direction on which it leads.” For Beetham, associating legitimacy with only belief exaggerates the role that belief plays in the legitimation of power. “What is important for legitimation,” writes Beetham, “is evidence of consent expressed through actions which are understood as demonstrating consent within the conventions of society, such as

- concluding an agreement or entering into a contract with a superior party;
- swearing an oath of allegiance;
- joining in acclamation;
- voting in an election or plebiscite, and so on” (p.12).

For Weber’s typology does not go beyond associating legitimacy with belief. In this seminal work, Beetham posits that there are three underlying factors of legitimacy; legality, the justifiability of the rules in terms of beliefs and values present in each society, and actions of consent to legitimacy. He contends that people’s reasoning of authority also matters for legitimacy. In a stark contrast to Weber, people must find it logical to give their consent to the authority, thus legitimise their power.

In the second chapter of the book, the author outlines what he means by power. He describes power briefly as “the ability to achieve our purposes” and adds, “it is unequally distributed” (p.43). “To speak of having power over someone usually implies a continuous relationship, in which a substantial sanction is always present.” This account of having greater power and its implication on us is problematic. It implies that there has to be a superiority if one is more potent than the other. From the perspective of democracy, power is granted to the rulers by the will of the people. Those elected representatives are therefore obliged to rule the very people who choose them. In this relationship, power is a regulation rather than subordination. He uses the parent-child relationship metaphor to justify his arguments that subordination is beneficial and temporary.

He then posits that “the expanded powers of the dominant are dependent upon the limitation of powers of the subordinate and are achieved primarily at their expense.” These claims appear to neglect the fact that subordinates have the power to change the distribution of power. The author also seems to think that these differences concerning power—he terms them inequalities— are intrinsic to societies. He then goes on to argue that such inequalities are the result of the difference in competence.

In the second part of the book, the author attempts to address ‘Why should political legitimacy be so difficult to attain in the contemporary world?’ (p.117). For the author, “the contemporary state is a form of power-structure that requires legitimation” (p.117). He then gives examples from countries like Greece in
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1974 and Iran in 1979, where regimes appeared healthy, yet due to loss of legitimacy, they collapsed swiftly. Another possible outcome of the loss of legitimacy is civil war (Beetham 1991). For that, it would be accurate to add here that states survive and thrive on legitimacy. Without it, states are doomed to collapse. From the examples and explanations he provides in the book, such claims ring true. Even today, where many states -the most obvious example would be Syria- fail to control their citizens appear to have legitimacy issues.

As mentioned above, legality is one of the three fundamental prerequisites of legitimation. In achieving legal authority, states benefit from “the set of institutional arrangements and practices to protect the rule of law” (p.126). He then says that such arrangements must also mesh with the nominal and normative rules present in each society. “Constitutional order,” Beetham writes, “must facilitate rather than hinder the pursuit of a general interest” (p.127). Though there is no doubt on the part that rules and laws must conform to the norm of societies, it is not clear, however, what he means by general interests. Who creates such interests, or how they are created? Does he mean finding common ground for the subordinate and dominant? Addressing these questions would have increased the clarity of the arguments.

Under the sub-section called ‘Crisis Tendencies of Political Systems,’ Beetham argues that crisis occurs when there is a problem with agencies through which legitimacy is procured. For that, crisis “in a liberal democracy,” he argues, “means a threat to the electoral rules and their associated freedoms or an erosion of commitment to the idea of popular sovereignty underpinning them.” He then discusses Islam and legitimation and argues that Islam’s rise has proved the idea that “political legitimacy can only be securely grounded on a secular basis.” Upon closer examination, if one looks at the role that religion plays in the Western World and values of religion embedded in countries like the US, that presumption was already wrong. The problem here stems from the idea that when a western country seemingly adopts a religion’s values, they do so in a secular manner. When a so-called Islamic country adopts Islam’s values, however, it does so in an unsecular manner.

In the book’s last two sub-sections, the author looks at de-legitimation, political breakdown, and re-legitimation. De-legitimation for Beetham stems from a legitimacy deficit which he describes as follows: “A legitimacy can occur either because of a divergence between constitutional rules and given beliefs about the source of political authority, or because of their inadequacy to resolve problems of government performance; or indeed both simultaneously” (p.208). To summarise, a legitimacy deficit leads to delegitimation, which means the withdrawal of consent. It seems of great importance to comprehend how the public withdraws its consensus from the ruling power. This question was not addressed in detail by the author. Therefore, this area of inquiry is a fruitful topic to advance for future researchers.
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